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Abstract 
Data of mobile terminal can be accessed repeatedly in the future when using data cache method. Caching technology can reduce 
communications traffic and benefits the frequent disconnection computing environment. In this paper, we use local cache memory 
to save mobile client’s random walk steps information, including cell ID, location coordinate, move direction and hold time of the 
cell. By caching user’s current position and moving direction, the next destined cell could be predicted. We combine cache with 
channel resource allocation to improve the network performance. And a novel channel allocation method which utilizes wireless 
broadcasting technology and mobile client’s local cache memory is presented. Simulate experiments show the total of client and 
channel in what degree effect on average blocking host rate and delay time ratio. From the experiments, we found that: high 
blocking host rate not always mean high delay time ratio; when a low delay time users feel not very clearly under, blocked a 
number of mobile hosts advisably can save the channel resources; generally speaking, the larger number of average channel per cell, 
the better performance of wireless networks. 
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1. Introduction 
Mobile computing is an umbrella term used to describe technologies that enable people to access network services 
anywhere, anytime, and anyway. Nomadic computing and ubiquitous computing (pervasive computing) are 
synonymous with mobile computing. 
In a typical architecture of mobile computing system, MSS (mobile support station) provides wireless connections 
to MTs (mobile terminals), and it is a fixed station which supports mobile computing. MSS has wireless communicate 
interface, which MTs can connect to the wired backbone networks. Therefore, MSS takes the part of gateway between 
mobile clients and servers. The area covered by an individual transceiver’s signal from MSS is called a Cell. 
Data caching in mobile clients keeps data records in clients’ memory, and enables clients to use them again in the 
future accesses (without communications with the server). Using cache scheme can improve system performance, 
reduce communications traffic and support the frequent disconnection computing environment. 
In a mobile computing environment, however, have many unsolved problems so far: (1) The mobile resource 
constrains such as limited wireless bandwidth and limited battery life; (2) The mobility of nomadic users and their 
computers; (3) The intermittent disconnection of mobile users and their computers, etc. Therefore, the methods used in 
conventional distributed systems and wired systems are not appropriate in mobile computing systems. 
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In this paper, we use cache to save mobile hosts’ random walk (RW model) information, including cell number, 
location coordinate Lx, Ly, move direction and keep times in the cell. Section 3 shows MT cache architecture and 
introduces the proposed algorithm in detail. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. The cache structure proposed, 
the next cell location predict and channel allocation methods are presented in section 3. Section 4 introduces the 
simulation experiments and we conclude the paper in Section 5. 
2. Related Work 
In a mobile network, wireless channels are scant resources and need to be reused to its maximum possible extent. In 
order to improve the performance of the network efficiently, there is a need to properly manage these resources, such 
as channel reuse, borrow channel etc. In Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA), the assignment of frequencies to a cell is 
fixed. This is inefficient if the traffic load on a channel varies from time to time and, thus, Dynamic Channel 
Allocation (DCA) is often used instead. A better method, in case of heavy load in one cell and light load in 
neighboring cell, is to borrow frequencies from neighbor cells. Cells with more traffic are dynamically allotted more 
frequencies. This scheme is known as Borrowing Channel Allocation (BCA) and is used in GSM systems; however, it 
requires careful traffic analysis.  
Recently, Mahapatra[11] et al. and OmerKhanbary[12] et al. proposed a GA-based fault-tolerant model for channel 
allocation, in their work, GA or IGA (Improved GA) is applied for channel allocation in DCA with channel borrowing 
for increasing channel utilization. On the base of above optimization algorithms about channel allocation, our work 
different from existing methods is that we use local caching information to research channel allocation and improve 
performance of wireless network. 
Our work focus on improving channel utilization based on applies mobile terminal’s local cache memory. In order 
to analysis average network delay or average block hosts, some information such as cell id, location information, keep 
times and move direction are cached. Based on the cache, we analysis how to allocate or use channel resource could 
get to better performances in wireless networks environments. 
3.  Caching Management and Channel Allocation 
3.1. Cache Structure 
 
 
(a) A M×N = 5×11 grid of cells used by the RW mobility model (b) Six random directions of cell (x, y) 
Fig.1. Random walk mobility model 
In this work we use random walk (RW) mobility model to analysis and emulate the behavior of mobile clients in the 
mobile environment. RW means all of the mobile users moving in random direction and velocity. Figure 1(a) shows a 
5×11 grid of cells and a may be road of a client (31→26→37→43→32→21→15→9→14→25→30), the number on 
every cell denotes Cell ID. Cell ID is a simple method for mobile phone positioning and is widely commercially 
deployed. Each user has local cache to save its mobility messages, so the cache date item structure can be defined as a 
tuple arrangement: S=<Cell_id, Cell_x, Cell_y, direction, t>. 
In this definition, Cell_x and Cell_y are respectively the row and column of the grid of cells (see figure 1(b)). 
Direction is an integer range from 1 to 6, which denotes six different directions, figure 3 depicts the current cell (x, y) 
and its next cell may be in one of the six directions, t means moving client keep time in related cell, and we use this 
parameter to investigate velocity indirectly. 
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3.2. Next Cell Location Predict Method 
Further, assume mobile client current location is (x, y), we can predicate its future location based on the direction. 
Table 1 shows the decision table of location predict method. 
 
 
Fig.4. Next Cell Location Predict Algorithm Decision Table 
Therefore, we can compute mobile terminal’s future location quickly by querying in figure 4. For example, the 
current cell position of mobile terminal resided is (5, 8), obviously, y mod 2= = 0 is satisfied. Then, moving direction 
are NE, N, NW, SW, S and SE respectively, the future location are (4, 9), (4, 8), (4, 7), (5, 7), (6, 8) and (5, 9) 
correspondingly. 
3.3. Channel Allocation 
In mobile computing environment such as cellular networks, wireless channels are more scant than in wire networks. 
We research and design a novel channel allocation method which utilizes wireless broadcasting technology and mobile 
client’s local cache memory. The process is described as follows: 
Step 1: A MSS can manage one or more cells, a number of channels are distributed in cell randomly. In the cell, 
each mobile terminal’s local cache sturcture is organised according to five tuples S=<Cell_id, Cell_x, Cell_y, direction, 
t>. 
Step 2: The situation of channel using will be saved in MSS in the following format: 
Celli, Celli_x, Celli_y, channelj, MTk ; Celli, Celli_x, Celli_y, channelj+1, MTt ;  
Celli, Celli_x, Celli_y, channelj+2, free ; ...... 
Celli+1, Celli+1_x, Celli+1_y, channelj, MTs ; Celli+1, Celli+1_x, Celli+1_y, channelj+1, free ; ...... 
Step 3: MSS periodically broadcast the communication channel using situation, all of the MT in the cells could 
receive the broadcast information, and then decide its moving direction of next step which could avoid or reduce 
network congestion effectively. Under BCA mechanism, MT borrowing free channels from its neighboring cells based 
on the broadcast information. 
Step 4: MT releases its channel resource when disconnects from the wireless network communication or moving to 
another neighboring cell. And then, in a new cell, an available free communication channel will be allocated to the 
mobile client. 
4. Simulation Experiments 
In this section, we simulate a typical wireless scenario: a number of mobile clients are moving in a wireless network 
in random direction and velocity; channel is a scarce resource, client must gain a free channel while it accesses the cell, 
otherwise it becomes a blocked host and must waiting for the channel; accordingly releases the channel when move to 
another cell. The experiments have been designed by writing programs in Java. For each experimental configuration, 
the simulator executed 1,000 iterations and reported the average result. Table 1 shows the values of major simulation 
parameters. 
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Table 1. Simulation parameters 
Parameter value/range 
Number of mobile client 
Wireless network 
Direction value 
Keep time 
Number of channel 
Average moving steps 
50~500 
15×15 cells 
1~6 
1~5s/cell 
1~10/cell 
10/client 
 
Figure 2(a) average blocking host rate: 97.351%, and Delay-to-expected time ratio: 95.05%. In this case, value 
“total of need channel versus total of channel” between 500/225 to 5000/225, both of the average blocking host rate 
and delay ratio are very high for the scarcity of channel. 
Figure 2(b) average blocking host rate: 79.537%, and Delay-to-expected time ratio: 25.77%. In this case, value 
“total of need channel versus total of channel” between 500/450 to 5000/450, average blocking host rate is high, but 
delay ratio is lower than (a). Unfortunately, delay time increases (greater than 8%) and blocked host closes to 70% 
when number of client greater than 150. If we couldn’t get more channel resources, then control mobile hosts access 
the cell or use other dynamic channel manage schemes, such as borrow channel allocation and some optimization 
algorithms. 
Figure 2(c) average blocking host rate: 29.642%, and Delay-to-expected time ratio: 2.62%. In this case, value “total 
of need channel versus total of channel” between 500/900 to 5000/900, the performance of the network is better than 
(a) (b) for the number of free channel is raised. But delay time increased when number of client greater than 450 and 
the value of delay ratio reach to 6.4% and 8.6%. 
 
 
(a) client: 50~500  channel: 225 (b) client: 50~500  channel: 450 (c) client: 50~500  channel: 900 
 
(d) client: 50~500  channel: 1350 (e) client: 50~500  channel: 1800 (f) client: 50~500  channel: 2250 
Fig.2. Network performance changed with channel and client 
Figure 2(d) average blocking host rate: 4.361%, and Delay-to-expected time ratio: 0.215%. In this case, value “total 
of need channel versus total of channel” between 500/1350 to 5000/1350, the performance of the network is better 
than (a) (b) (c) for the increasing number of free channel. 
Figure 2(e) average blocking host rate: 0.29%, and Delay-to-expected time ratio: 0.01273%. In this case, value 
“total of need channel versus total of channel” between 500/1800 to 5000/1800, the performance of the network is 
better than (a) (b) (c) (d) for the increasing number of free channel. 
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Figure 2(f) average blocking host rate: 0.009%, and Delay-to-expected time ratio: 0.00081%. In this case, value 
“total of need channel versus total of channel” between 500/2250 to 5000/2250, the performance of the network is the 
best among (a) ~ (e) for the sufficient number of channel. 
From the experiments, it is obvious that: 
(1) Under some conditions, a low delay time users feel not very clearly, and then blocked a number of mobile hosts 
advisably could save the channel resource;  
(2) So, high blocking host rate not means high delay ratio;  
(3) Generally speaking, the larger number of average channel per cell, the better performance of wireless networks, 
i.e., network has low blocking host rate and delay time ratio. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we proposed a method to predict next cell based current location and moving direction. In order to 
analysis performance of wireless cellular network, such as average blocking host rate and delay time ratio, in our 
model, we cached client’s moving information. Simulate experiments show that: when a low delay time users feel not 
very clearly under, blocked a number of mobile hosts advisably can save the channel resources; the larger number of 
average channel per cell, the better performance of wireless networks; high blocking host rate not always mean high 
delay ratio. Lastly, we give an inequality to predict max value of client access network.  
In the future work, we want to combine BCA with the proposed channel allocation method, and resources reserved 
network will be examined. We want to find the optimal reserve rate in a given wireless cellular network. 
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